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In his landmark 1959 article "The Beginnings of •Big Business
• in
American Industry•" Alfred

Chandler assesses the major factors associated

with the rise of large industrial firms in American business[6]. Economic
historians characterize Chandler•s explanation• which emphasizes the
completion of a national railroad network in the 1670s and 1660s and the
emergence of an urban market for manufactured products• as "demandoriented."
Chandler attributes the appearance and eventual dominance of
large industrial firms primarily to autonomous changes in the demand for
industrial goods. The nineteenth century revolutions in transportation and
communication were also crucial• but in conjunction with demand.
The
railroad• the telegraph• and later the telephone• facilitated the development
of the urban market and greatly enhanced the ability of a large firm to
coordinate production and satisfy demand nationwide.
But convincing as this argument may be• economic historians
comment• why have issues of supply been excluded?
Perhaps supply
factors were not eansative• but at the least they deserve to be evaluated.
The criticism is well taken.
Although supply-side forces have been
researehed• Chandler•s own subsequent writings• and related work by others•
have continued to favor demand-oriented explanations.
To date•
controversy has not been joined between demand and supply approaehes•

nor has there been what the economichistorian wou•d llke best: a
judicious melding of forces from both sides of the market.'
Let

me

pose a

more closely focused question than

Chandler%•

consider some elements of a supply-oriented response• and illustrate the
supply-side approach with examples from the formation of the harvester
trust• International Harvester Company• during the great turn-of-the-century
merger movement. I will conclude with proposals for a debate between
demand- and supply-side proponents that I hope can begin soon.
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My question is: In the period from the beginnings of large-scale
industrialization around 1850 to the subsiding of the great merger
movement in 1904, why did industrial firms become big• ultimately

surpassing
railroads
andothertypesof•firmsin sizeandshifting
American
businessto a manufacturing emphasis.
I will consider the potential role
of three supply factors in the growth of industrial firmsz labor, capital,
and entrepreneurship, and then propose an explanation for how the supply

of capital and entrepreneurshipaffected the late nineteenth century
manufacturing firm.

The most underrated supply-side candidate in the question of the
origins of big businessin industry is, of course, labor. Labor was prohably
the most important factor contributing to the increase in firm size in
manufacturing in the late nineteenth century. Labor played a fundamental
part in creating the circumstances triggering the turn-of-the-century
industrial merger movement.
The reasons were industrial labor's
intransigence to compulsion in the production process, and its power to
command a rising real wage throughout the late nineteenth century and on
up to the 1919-1921 Depression and the inflation of the mid-1920s.
The American industrial working class became increasingly united,
powerful, and militant from the 1850s onward.
Labor history has
emphasized workers' struggles and hardships in a strongly partisan manner,
always implying that what was achieved was far less than what might
have been won. But from a business perspective it is clear that the cost
advantages of the large manufacturing firm over the small one would have
vanished if the workers were drawn from a weak, demoralized working
class.
Large manufacturers of the late nineteenth century paid higher
wages than smaller ones, and working conditions in large plants were
typically less oppressive than in small firms.
Yet productivity per dollar
of labor was greater in large plants.

Marxist theory attributes the rise of big businessin industry almost
exclusively to labor, as Marx originally emphasized in his general law of
capitalist accumulation-' the accumulation of capital is the development of
the productive forces of labor.
Stephen Hymer and others have read
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Chandler and the demand-side historians enthusiastically, emphasizing the

congruencebetween the demand-orientedliterature and a Marxist analysis
from the supply-side[17]. Arguments •rounded in Marxist theory have also
contributed most to explaining the •ise of what Chandler •alls "urban
de mand" and the "urban market," factors that deserve fa•
more

investigation from writers of all persuasions
The virtual. invisibility of labor as a factor in American business
histories is a consequence of the unwritten "division of labor" between
business historians and labor historians. Business history does not discuss

workers, and labor history does not discussbusinessmen,although historians
of both species recognize how much is being lost in the process. Robert
Ozanne's studies of workers and wages at McCormick and International
Harvester represent one of the very few cases where the concerns of

businessand labor history have been combined[28; 29].

I will not discuss

labor's role in the International Harvester story in this article, but I hope
to build on Ozanne's excellent beginningsat a later time.

Most research by businesshistorians on supply factors has focused on
capital and entrepreneurship. The promise of large returns attracted
capital to manufacturing in the nineteenth century.
Investment in
manufacturing stocks and securities boomed in the 1890s and surpassed

trading in governmentand raftroad securities[25].
Capital plays a leading role in analyses of the turn-of-the-century
merger movement. "Profit maximization" and nelimination of excessive
competition" explanations for the merger movement present acquisition and
merger as strategies for reducing excess productive capacity, fixed capital,
in an industry. Inherent in these arguments is the assumptionthat capital
for expansionwas readfly avaflable. Without a predictable stability to the
markets for industrial products, however, continued investment rapidly turns
into "cutthroat competition."
"Trustifieation" of an industry, the
consolidation of the majority of productive capacity in a single firm,
established stable relationships among the industry's major capital investors
and allowed future decisions about productive capacity to be made

primarfly in terms of demand considerations. Consolidatingfirms typically
incorporated as "holding companies", which faeflitated concentrating
decision-making power in a few hands. Ambitious captains of industry
turned to struggling for control against their fellow trustees and directors,

abandoningthe heady risks of massive production expansionand p,riee
slashingcharacteristic of the competition wars of the 1880s and 1890s.'
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Entrepreneurship entered the modern era of businesshistory with a
bad name, due to the sensationalism of the "robber baron" literature.
Entrepreneurship earmot compote for reeoguition as a cause of the rise of
bigness, or of the merger movement, unless it is treated as a social

quantity, to be explained "seeiologieally." Joseph Sehumpeter pioneered the
social theory of entrepreneurship and Arthur H. Cole, Thomas Cochran, and
others working within the auspices of the Harvard Research Center in
Entrepreneurial History made impressive advances in research and writing
in the

late

1940s

and 1950s.

Coehran's

•

concept of entrepreneurship•as a "ocial
methodologicalinnovation [9].•

introduced

the

role," a particularly interesting

The supply of entrepreneurship can affect the bigness of industrial
firms if it brings pressure to bear upon firms, by some means, to absorb
entrepreneurial talent and energies. One way this can come about is when
industrial firms are intricately intertwined with the family property and
family destinies of their owners.
Succeeding generations of talented,
energetic offspring become a supply of entrepreneurship that the family
firm will attempt to absorb through expansion. I contend below that this
kind of situation prevailed in American industry in the late nineteenth
century.

Another situation in which the supply of entrepreneurship can be
powerfully influential is when an entire social class uses its entrepreneurial
talent and energy to achieve advancement, power, or wealth.
John
Kenneth Galbraith makes an argument of this sort in his controversial and

frequently misunderstoodbook The New Industrial State [15].
group best denoted as the "anning

He posits a

class," who populate and operate the

"teehno-strueture" and/or "planning system" of advanced American industrial
society, circa 1967. While the discussionis multi-faceted, Galbraith argues
in part that the plarming class stimulates the steady expansion of the
corporate economy in order to employ and enrich its own members.
Galbralth's

technocrats

did

not

exist

as

a

sizable

class

in

the

late

nineteenth century, but his notion of an entrepreneurial class pursuing its
interests through the expansion of business firms deserves serious
consideration by historians of twentieth century business.
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Having sketched the outlines of a supply-oriented approach to the
rise of large industrial firms and to the merger movement, I will present
two propositions, one each concerning capital and entrepreneurship, and

illustrate
•hemwith examples
from the historyof McCormick/International
Harvester.
Concerning capital,

I

propose that

the

intricate

interconnections

between the businessaffairs of early manufacturing firms and the destinies
of the families owning those firms encourageda tendency toward expansion
of firms, especially through reinvestment of profits. The current value of
capital invested in factories and machinery depends almost entirely on the
prospects of turning a profit on future production. In a period when most
of societyls capital was closely held by families, as in the mid- and latenineteenth century, the family that founded a manufacturing firm was
risking its wealth and social standing on the long term success of the
enterprise. There was no easy way to retrieve family wealth once it was
sunk in a factory.
If the enterprise succeeded, it generated profits that constituted
additional family capital searching for its own profit or other return. I
would argue that the interconnection between a familyls social destiny and
the family firmrs business success encouraged reinvestment of profits in
the manufacturing enterprise.
Families knew the risks of their
manufacturing business and its industry better than those involved in
alternative investment opportunities. Profits earned thus became a supply
of capital creating pressure for the growth of the family-held
manufacturing firm.
The second proposition, concerning entrepreneurship, turns on the
same interconnection between family destiny and the success of the
family-owned manufacturing firm.
Where the future wealth and social
standing of families which intricately linked to the success of their
manufacturing firms, as they were in the initial era of American
manufacturing, pressure arose to focus all the familyls available
entrepreneurial talent and energies on expanding the production and size of

the firm.
As the familyls entrepreneurial abilities manifested themselves
in profits for the firm, there was an incentive to develop those
entrepreneurial abilities f•ther in the direction of expanding the firmls
production and selling the increased production as profitably as possible.
In addition, as factory-owning families generated offspring with
entrepreneurial talent and ambitions• this "upply"of
entrepreneurship
functioned as an incentive to expand the family manufacturing firm in
order to most profitably employ the energies of the younger generations.
The suggestion that capital and entrepreneurship were closely tied up
with the private affairs of families at the beginnings of American
industrial business is not a surprising revelation of courseø

Historians of

early manufacturing firms routinely discover family social ambitions and
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private difficulties intervening in their firm's businessaffairs, especially
when major strategic deeMionsmust be made. Often, it is illness, death,
marriage, or separation of ramfly members that forces changes in the
firm.
My supply-side argument is simply that demand-oriented research
has neglected the ways in which families used their manufacturingfirms to
solve what were predominantly •
problems of noversupply,n and
sometimes undersupply,of capital and entrepreneurial energy and talent. I
suggest that, because soeiety's capital and entrepreneurship were mostly
farofly-held at the time industrialization began to take root and develop,
the expansion of manufacturing capital and the development of industrial
entrepreneurship encouraged the expansion of manufacturing firms,
frequently to considerablesize.
Eventually, when expansion led to overproduction, and competition
cut into profit margins, merger and consolidation became necessary.

The

great merger movement was an event of unprecedentedmagnitudefrom
the institutional •oint of view: within a nine year period from 1895 to

1904, one-thirdof all manufacturing
companies
disappeared
'into larger,
consolidated firms [26].
For "supply-side" historians of the merger
movement, the question to answer is how one-third too many
manufacturingfirms came to be competing to expand and prosper in the
decades leading up to late 1890's. My assertion is that a large part of
the answer must be sought through analysis of factors of supply, especially
of capital and entrepreneurship.
I

offer

illustrations from

the

history of

McCormick/International

Harvester as an example of the analytic value of a supply-oriented
approach to the turn-of-the-century merger movement. The illustrations

suggestthat family strategies concerningcapital and entrepreneurialtalent
were a major factor in the consolidation forming the harvester trust,
International Harvester. I antieipete that similar supply-orientedanalyses

will prove appropriate to

many, if

not a

great majority, of the

consolidationsconstituting the turn-of-the-century merger movement. The
fortunate families emerged from the merger movement with their
manufacturingcapital intact and operating or with positions of control in
functioning firms.
The less fortunate were compelled to sell their
manufacturing interests at a loss or see their capital destroyed by

competition.
They lost their positions of control in firms.
If
manufacturing capital and entrepreneurshiphad not been predominantly
ramfly-held, a major factor contributing to the excessive expansionof
productive capecity in the 1880s and 1890s would not have been present.
In large part, the merger movementwas a reductionof an economy-wide
excess of manufacturing capital and entrepreneurshipby means of power
struggleswithin and between firm-owning individualsand families.
Helen Kramer, author of the first detailed analysis of the Harvester
consolidation,is hardly unaware of the importance of ramfly issues. She
writes, n...it is impossibleto explain adequately the MeCurmieks
• behavior
without taking into considerationsociological factors such as the famfiy•s
businesstraditions of leadershipand eonsarvativemanagement
• [18, p. 300].

Yet Kramer's primary conclusion, that the purpose of the merger
was to eliminate competition among the leading firms so that prices could
be raised and profit margins thereby increased, fails to encompassthe
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reasons why the merging firms came to the unhappy stalemate that made
the consolidation necessary [18• p. 300-01•. The reason there was too
much competition was because too many families and their firms had
invested too much capital and entrepreneurial energy in manufacturing
harvesting machinery. What is more• they knew it too well• referring to

the
•884-1902periodwhenoverinvestment
occurredas the "Harvester
War".
George Perkins• acting for J. P. Morgan• eventually resolved the
struggle for

control

between

the

McCormicks on one side•

and the

Deerings and their allies on the other• by giving each side 43 percent of
the preferred stock and keeping 14 percent in the hands of Morgan.
Decision-making power resided with three "voting trustees"• Cyrus
McCormick• Charles Deering• and Perkins• which meant that Perkins settled

all disagreementsunfiaterally [18• p. 297• 23].
Fred Carstensen has analyzed the details of the consolidationwith
special attention to Perkins• behavior and motives.

He makes a convincing

case that Perkins operated largely in his own interest and that of his
mentors-' J.P.
Morgan and Elbert Gary of U.S. Steel• rather than as a
disinterested mediator impartially assisting the McCormick and Deering
factions in achieving the best structure and management for their new
corporation.
Carstensen agrees with Kramer about the primacy of the
unpleasant effects of competition as a spur to consolidation• concluding
that

consolidation was qn

part

a

risk-averting

strategy•' that

"ould

remove the implicit threat to their [the McCormick and Deering family's]
wealth that continuedstrong competition implied" [5• p. 99].
On the issue of family affairs• Carstensen goes considerably beyond
Kramer in the direction I am proceeding: "bviously the central question
in the negotiations [concerning the consolidation]• the question whose
resolution determined the success of the negotiations• was that of family

control. Ironically•
the solutionwasto holdthe question
sol controlin
abeyanceuntil after the merger was completed." [5• p. 99].

My chief finding from a supply-oriented analysis is that the standard
history of the International Harvester eonsolidation• the story of the five
leading firms: MeCormiek• Deering• Plano• Champion (Warder• Bushne11•
and

?K•ame•
assesses
the zelevance
oi pzofitma•qmi=at/on,
o•gan/zat/onal
behav/o• analysis, and •nance cap/talismas explanatory f•amewo•ks fo• discussing
the Ha•veste• consolidation. She finds all of them lacking [18, pp. 300-301],

8I dif/e•withCazstensen
whenhe cansthe solut/on
'•tonlc."Surely
the
only way to ach/eve consolidat/onin a period when ne/the• the McCot•n/ckfannly
no• the Deet/ng fam/y was w/ling to subordinate itself to the othez was to
employ a corporate st•uctuze that neutral/zeal and defe•ed the quest/on of who
controlled whom. Perkins' thzee=pe•son "vot/ng t•ust" accomplishedthis neatlyt
so long as both the McCot•/cks and the Deet/ngs bel/eved that Perkins was
acting /repast/any. L!timately, Ca•stensen explains, the McCo•xn/cksmanaged to
get the/t way on the issue of the steel p•ope•t/es, desp/te thei• strong bel/ef
that Perkins was siding with the Deez/ngs in ozdez to benefit U.S. Steel, Judge
Ga•y, J.P. Mo•gan• and, thereby, •im.•elf.
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Glessner) and Mfiwaukee, overcoming distrust and creating a
controlling

90

percent

of

manufacturing capacity

in

the

monopoly

industry,

is

incomplete. Formation of the harvester trust triggered realignment of the
boundaries between the harvesting machine industry and other industries
within the general category of agricultural machinery and equipment.
Given the capital and entrepreneurial strength of the new corporation, no
harvester firm, and no firm in any related industry, could ignore the
possibility of being driven out of businessif International Harvester chose
to expand in their product line.
Materials

in

the

McCormick/International

Harvester

Archives

at

International Harvester headquarters in Chicago indicate what happened

next [1].

Between 1902 and 1908, forty companies either approached

Harvester with proposals to be bought out or were considered by
International Harvester for acquisition.
By we-merger
movement

conventions,these firms operated in seven different industries. The thirty
firms discussed in detail in the files are presented by industry in the
Table, showing those International Harvester considered on its own

initiative, those that approached Harvester with proposals,and the firms
that were ultimately acquired. In almost every case, the motivating
concern on the part of the small firm was preserving individual or family
interests involving capital or managerial position.
For example, in July 1905, J. M. Ross of J. M. Ross, Sons and Co.
Limited, St. Catherines, Ontario, wrote to Cyrus McCormick's assistant, C.
S. Funk:

We are taking the liberty to make a proposition to
your Companywith reference to taking stock in the
manufacture of engines and threshing machines...
your Company wishes to go into the engine and
thresher business, we thlnr that you should take this
matter up /u•y with us and send us a representative
hcrc

to

exam/no our works and books in

every

particular.
Wc might /urthcr state that wc have
made very large profits since we started in business
•n 1898].

The reason we would l/ke to amalgamate

with you /s that your Company/s not in the engine
and threshing machine businessin Canada...and we...
th/nlc that you should combine in the engine and
thresher trade, and you can go in with us easier
than with any other Firm

In 1904, International Harvester managementconsideredentering the
cream separator business. Among the incidents in this process was an
offer from the owner of the Sharples Cream Separator Company of West

Chester, Pennsylvania, and Chicago to be bought out in exchange for
$400•000 in Harvester stock.

Sharples indicated that he preferred stock to

a cash payment becauseif he got cash he would have to reinvest it and
the new investment might not pay as profitable a return as the separator
business [13; 31].
Shatpies' unvoiced fear, of course, was that if
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Harvester began producing separators in competition with him, his separator
investment might become worthless.
The American Seeding Machine Company, the "seeder" or "seed drill"
trust, approached international Harvester in 1903 about being bought out.
In May 1904, the Harvester officers decided to tender American Seeding a
cheap offer and see how it would be received. James A. Cart, first vice
president of American Seeding, wrote privately to J. J. Glessner,
International Harvester vice president, saying the price offered was too low
to win over a majority interest.
"A great many of our stockholders are

well along in years," Carr explained, and anxious to sell, and could be
coerced to sell at the low price by fear of Harvester's competitive power
if it began producing seed drills on its own. However, most of the
stockholders wished to stay in the seeding machine business, which had
made many of them rich men.
We [meaning Cart and the other American Seeding
Machine Company men] are
entitled
to
some
consideration.

We understand

the

business and its

posslh•ries; we know its weak and strong points, and
we really believe that you [Glessner and the other
Harvester officers] are bearing down on us harder
than you should do [3].
The Harvester officers decided not to purchase.
In
learned that an internal feud over control had broken out

1905, they
among the

American Seeding Machine executives and that its affairs were in very bad
condition [43 123 14]. International Harvester did begin producing seeding
machinery and by 1911 controlled approximately 10 percent of the
U. S.-Canadian market. American Seeding Machine eventually became part
of the Oliver Farm Equipment Company in the 1920s.
Probably the most significant information in these files is the
material concerning negotiations to acquire or merge with the MasseyHarris Company, the largest producer of harvesters in Canada and
International Harvester's principal competitor in the world market. Neither

E. P.. Neufeld, the historian of Massey-Harris/Ferguson•sinternational
expansion and affairs [27], nor historians of international Harvester, seem
to have known of these negotiations, which were extremely secret. There
were two reasons Massey-Harris people approached international Harvester
in January 1903, or possibly late in 1902, about being bought out: first,
their founder, Walter Massey, had recently died, creating a crisis over
internal control, and second, Harvester's construction of a plant at

Hamilton, Ontario threatened Massey-Harris with intense competition in the
Canadian market [103 27, pp. 19-21].
Harvester Executive Committee
chairman Charles Deering argued that
principal factor, that it was

the

new Hamilton

plant

a large menace to the M.-H. Co. and is undoubtedly
intluencing them to sell to us.... M.I-I. believe us to be
aggressive and we have not only cut into their trade
savagely in our regular lines, but are likely to do so

was the
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in small implements. They are justly alarmed, and
should be willingto sell cheap [10].
However, Deering went on to conclude that it was not in
Harvesteris interest to buy Massey-Harris, even very cheaply. If the point
of buying were to expand production in Canada, this could be done better
by completing and expanding the new Hamilton plant. If Harvester took
over Massey-Harris, they would have to retain Massey-Harris managers to
run the company. Deering disliked this possibility because he had litUe
confidence in the Massey-Harris officers.
Deering felt that since Walter
Masseyis death they had not been "partieulariy aggressive" and he
suspected they were stLU operating on Walter Masseyis "initiative."
'Sn his

[Walter Masseyis]day," Deering wrote, " got the impression,for what it
is worth, that the elder brother and President was little more than a
figure head and that Mr. Jones was more ambitious politically and socially
than in business" [10].

The outcome of the straw vote taken in February 1903 was
characteristic of the famfiy-based division pervading decision-making at
International Harvester in its early years. Cyrus, Harold, and Stanley
McCormick voted to "trade"with
Massey-Harris now at a good price.
James and Charles Deering, J. J. Glessner, Richard Howe (formerly with
the Deering Company and JamesI and CharlesI brother-in-law) and W. H.

Jones (formerly with Plano) voted to put off any trading until later,
although they were not opposedto purchasingimmediately at a good price.
The archival materials do not indicate exactly how the negotiations
terminated, but it seems most likely that the Massey-Harris people broke
them off [19].

Two LUustrationsfrom Stanley McCormick's miscellaneouspapers file
are also of interest with regard to family-held capital and entrepreneurship
and

the

initial

five

firm

had

a series

of

McCormick

consolidation.
discussions

with

In
W.

October
H.

Jones

1901,
of

Plano

Harold
while

both were sailing on the ocean liner •
Jones told McCormick
he was willing to enter into a consolidation at that time, or to sell to a

consolidated firm, or to sell to the MeCormieks. "If his [Jones'] price
was paid," Harold wrote in his report on the discussions, "he would be
glad to withdraw entirely, or run [his firm] on a commissionbasis for the
new

owners."

Jones
that

felt

demoralization

was

certain

and

sure

in

tb/s

business[harvesting machines], and that the present
course meant disaster all around, and that whae he
was compelled to turn in all hi• earnings to hi•
surplus, he nevertheless thought that this couœsewas
compulsatory [•c] and that he had to keep the
surplus increasing to keep pace with hi• competitors,
and• therefore, was not able to withdraw hi• money
from this industry, which he claimed was in such a
precazious condition.
Jones told McCormick that Deering had offered to buy his company at an
unaeeeptably low price and then had suggested a merger of Deering and
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Plano.

Jones rejected both propositions because he did not intend to be

"the taft to Mr. Deering's kite" [22].
The second illustration is a 25 September 1903 letter from Cyrus
McCormick to J. P. Morgan arguing at length why no International

Harvester stock in excess of the original $120 million preferred should be
issued.
Among his numerous reasons,
McCormick referred to "e
shrinkage of values in speculative stocks" and the problems associated with
watered stock in many recent consolidations. While family concerns were
not mentioned overtly, it seems reasonable to infer that McCormick was
worried about the effects of increasing the stock issue on the McCormick
family's capital.
The letter is a rich illustration of what Helen Kramer
means by the McCormick family's traditions of "onservative management"
[20].

To conclude, what does the view from the supply side reveal? The
big supply-side issues in the merger movement are the revolution in
competition between firms, and the realignment of boundaries dividing
industries from each other that the revolution in competition brought
about. The typical trust formed in the merger movement consolidated a
group of family firms into a single corporate entity controlling a majority
of productive capacity in a traditional, "pre-merger movement" industry.
When these consolidated firms began to define their competitive strategies,
they recognized as their chief potential rivals other consolidated firms in
what had been, by pre-merger movement conventions, different industries
from their own. As post-merger movement competition developed, it reorganized how industries were defined and where boundaries between
industries lay.
The illustrations I have presented from International Harvester's
experience during, and immediately following, the merger movement suggest
that small and medium-sized family firms, apprehensive about the dangers
of competition from the new trusts, may have played a more important
role in redefining boundaries between industries than the big new
consolidated firms.
In the specific case of the harvesting machine
industry, the new Harvester trust was far more conservative about
expanding its relevant competitive sphere than were smaller firms in
related industries that feared the destruction International Harvester might
wreak if it entered their "roduct line."Rather
than waiting for the
trust to invade, firms invited Harvester to enter their industries, preferably
by means of merger or acquisition with the proposing firm.

Finally, let me offer two themes for debate between supply and
demand orientations to the rise of "igness" in industry and to the merger
movement and its consequences. The first, following from the above,
would discuss whether it was generally the case that forces grounded in
matters of
supply, especially supply of
capital
and supply of
entrepreneurship, were more influential in the growth of industrial firms
and in the merger movement than forces associated with demand factors.
Arguments emphasizing "xcessive competition" for insufficient buyar's
demand, leading to decline in profit margins, a "demand-oriented"
explanation, would be expanded to reveal the extent to which issues of
supply of capital and entrepreneurship lay at the heart of the excessive
competition question.
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A second debate should begin over the analytic concept of firm
"strategy." "Structure follows strategy" has been the cardinal paradigm for
researching the post-merger movement departmentalized or multi-divisional

firm.
Firms developed strategies along "product lines", according to this
analysis. A "strategy" for a product line encompassedproduction of the
constituent products in the line, marketing, and distribution of the
products, and research and development of new products within the line.
Product lines corresponded to "industries," and competition occurred among
firms within an industry.
Dangers of competition from firms in other
industries

were

minimal.

But this familiar conceptualization of "strategy" is decidedly demandoriented.
In any situation where industries lack fixed and meaningful
boundaries, such as the merger movement period, firm strategy becomes
indeterminate.
If more profit can potentially be made by invading an

industry the firm has never produced in before than by forgio• new
strategies in its traditional industry, then what rules govern the making of
strategy? Strategy becomes divorced from considerationsrelating to the
firm

and its

current

activities

in this

kind

of

situation

and turns

instead

upon external opportunities and calculations of their risks.
The McCormick/Harvester archival materials suggest that the new
International Harvester administration adopted a largely passive stance
concerning where the boundaries of their industry lay.
As the largest
mass of capital and productive capacity in the broad realm of agricultural

machinery and equipment, they felt

confident in waiting for firms in

related product lines to sort matters out. If the Harvester managers had
intimations of what was about to happen to agriculture and the
agricultural machinery industry over the coming twenty-five years, they did
not record their speculations in the surviving memos and letters of 19031908. What was coming, of course, was the gasoline-powered tractor and
the truck. International Harvester was aggressive in developing neither of
these productsl they waited while others took the lead and then initiated
their own production only when the long-term trends were clear. By 1919
tractors dominated Harvester's corporate production, and by 1930 trucks

had moved ahead of the tractors [21, p. 163].
Compared with Pierre DuPont, Alfred Sloan, or Julius Rosenwald, the
Harvester managers get low marks as strategists.
Demand-oriented
research into strategy encourages the ranking of firms and individuals along
a continuum running from excellent to poor. A supply-oriented approach
to the same issues suggests that in periods when supply factors are more

influential than demand factors, strategic planning and decision-making by
firm managers may become far less important to the evolution of firms
than changes or opportunities compelled by external forces.
Needless to say, we need both demand- and supply-oriented analyses.
The Harvester consolidationand the early years of International Harvester
history are more amenable to a supply- than to a demand-oriented
analysis. Whether the great merger movement was, in its entirety, a
supply-dominatedevent, requires further research. Given the primacy of
acquisition and merger as strategies today, more supply-side history of the
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turn-of-the-century merger movement will be of considerable relevance to
current

controversies.
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